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Description/Scope

This document addresses the use of artificial intelligence-based software that analyzes prostate biopsy slides to assist
accurate cytopathologic diagnosis.

Position Statement

Investigational and Not Medically Necessary:

Use of artificial intelligence-based software for prostate cancer detection is considered investigational and not medically
necessary for all indications.

Rationale

Artificial intelligence-based software and devices are being developed to assist in cytopathologic diagnosis. Artificial
intelligence (AI) is a field of computer science in which computers “learn” to perform tasks that are typically done by
humans. The gold standard for prostate cancer diagnosis is to have a biopsy (diagnostic surgical pathology) read by a
human pathologist. A biopsy is a procedure where small samples of tissue are removed and then examined under a
microscope by a pathologist to see if they contain cancer cells. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) are two dyes commonly used
in biopsy analysis. H&E is useful in distinguishing nuclear and cytoplasmic structures of cells. PIN4 is an
immunohistochemistry staining technique that uses alpha-methylacyl coenzyme A racemase, tumor protein p63, and high-
molecular-weight cytokeratin antibodies to identify cells with biomarkers for prostate adenocarcinoma.

One proposed application for AI is increasing the accuracy and efficiency of prostate biopsies. An example of this
application is software that reviews scanned whole-slide images (WSIs) from prostate needle biopsies. The premise is the
software detects the biopsied tissue suspicious for cancer and provides coordinates on the image for further review by a
pathologist.

A 2020 industry-sponsored study by Raciti and colleagues reported on whether AI systems could accurately detect prostate
cancer from digital whole slide images of H&E-stained core needle biopsies. In the first phase of the study, three
pathologists reviewed 304 anonymous H&E-stained WSI prostate needle biopsies. They classified each slide as either
benign or cancerous. In the second phase of the study (approximately 4 weeks later), the same pathologists re-reviewed the
slides with the aid of an AI software system. As a standalone tool, the AI software showed a sensitivity of 96% to detect
cancer with a specificity of 98%. For the pathologists, the average sensitivity in detecting cancer without the use of AI was
73.8% with a specificity of 96.6%. With the aid of AI, the pathologist average sensitivity was 90.0% with specificity of 95.2%.
The authors concluded that use of the AI system may improve sensitivity of diagnosing prostate cancer; however, none of
the pathologists in the study had genitourinary pathology experience and the results for these three pathologists may not be
generalizable to the broad practice of community-based pathology. Also, the included dataset was limited as it did not
contain more benign mimickers of malignancy or a greater variety in Gleason grade. The pathologists only analyzed the
slides alone, without ancillary studies or consultative second readings which may not be applicable to real world practice.

Also in 2020, Steiner and colleagues sought to validate an AI-based software tool to assist with prostate biopsy
interpretation. This retrospective review reported findings by 20 general pathologists who reviewed 240 prostate needle
biopsies from 240 individuals. No clinical information was provided from any of the study individuals. A cohort of 3 urologic
pathologists reached consensus on Gleason Grade scoring for each specimen. For each specimen, the specialist
pathologists reviewed 3 slides stained with H&E and 1 slide stained with PIN4. Thirty generalist pathologists were then
randomized to 1 of 2 study cohorts. One cohort used AI in their examinations and the other did not. The 2 cohorts reviewed
every case in their assigned modality (with or without AI). Neither the published study nor its supplemental information
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clearly state whether the generalist pathologists reviewed the PIN4-stained slides. The modality switched after every 10
cases. The generalist pathologists reviewed the cases again after a 4-week washout period using the modality opposite to
what they had previously used. The biopsies were interpreted based on International Society of Urological Pathology
grading guidelines which gave information about Gleason grade groups and tumor and Gleason pattern quantitation. Grade
group for each biopsy reported by the pathologist was compared to the majority opinion of urologic pathology subspecialists.
Agreement with subspecialists for reviews unassisted by AI was 69.7%, and was 75.3% for assisted reviews. In terms of
Gleason grade classification, unassisted general pathologist interpretations were incorrect 45.1% of the time. Assisted by
AI, general pathologist interpretations were correct 78.1% of the time. Of the 61 biopsies with incorrect interpretation with
artificial iintelligence, the agreement between pathologists and majority opinion of subspecialists was 45.1% for unassisted
reviews and 38.0% for assisted reviews. For tumor detection, accuracy was 92.7% for general pathologist reviews
unassisted by AI, 94.2% for general pathologist reviews assisted by AI, and 95.8% for the AI algorithm alone. For AI
assisted general pathologist reviews, specificity for tumor detection was 96.1%. For general pathologist reviews unassisted
by AI, specificity for tumor detection was 93.5%. Sensitivity for tumor detection for general pathologist reviews assisted by
AI was 93.9% and 92.6% by general pathologist reviews not assisted by AI. In this study, the biopsies contained only one
core biopsy per case so the impact of AI on multiple cores was not addressed. No demographic data was available for the
individuals from whom biopsies were obtained. As this study was retrospective in design in a nonclinical setting,
generalizability may not be possible and there is risk of population bias. The authors note the need for further prospective
study of diverse populations to better understand the diagnostic benefits of this AI tool.

Nagpal and colleagues (2020) conducted a study in which they developed a deep learning system (DLS) to look at 752
digitized prostate biopsy specimens. The study compared performance of the DLS first to a panel of expert subspecialists
and then to a panel of general pathologists. Each selected specimen was randomized to either the development set or the
validation set. There was 1 specimen per case. The four participating laboratories used different staining protocols (H&E ±
PIN4). The work began with development of a validation set. Pairs were selected from a group of six urologic subspecialists
with an average of 25 years of experience. Each specimen from a set of 752 validation set cases was independently
assigned a Gleason Grade by a pair of subspecialists. A third pathologist reviewed the specimen if there was disagreement
between the initial reviewers. Subspecialist reviewers had access to four thin slice layers to aid in their diagnosis. Only one
thin slice level was available to the DLS and general pathologists in later stages of the study. Development of the DLS
began with characterization of 114 million slide regions from 1339 cases into Gleason patterns. The DLS then assigned a
Gleason Grade group to the entire biopsy specimen. The second stage of DLS development entailed training by using 580
biopsy specimen reviews. Iterative refinement of the DLS neural network algorithms led to development of tools to assist
interpretation of digitized prostate biopsy images. In determining which biopsy specimens contained tumors and which did
not in the 752 validation set cases, the rate of agreement with the expert subspecialists for the deep learning system was
94.3%. The rate of agreement between the specialist pathologists and general pathologists was 94.7%. There were 498
specimens determined to contain tumor tissue. The rate of agreement between the DLS and subspecialists was 71.7%. For
determination of the Gleason Grade for specimens with tumors, the rate of agreement of the general pathologists to expert
subspecialists was 58.0%. In this study, only 1 biopsy specimen was used per case when typically a clinical case involves
12-18 specimens. There was also no evaluation of the Gleason grading with clinical outcomes. The authors conclude
“Future work will need to assess the diagnostic and clinical effect of the use of a DLS for increasing the accuracy and
consistency of Gleason grading to improve patient care.”

Another industry-sponsored study by da Silva and colleagues (2021) reported on the diagnostic performance of an AI
software system in the evaluation of WSIs taken from transrectal ultrasound-guided prostate biopsies. Using 600 previously
diagnosed specimens from 100 individuals, two pathologists re-reviewed the slides and classified them as either benign,
malignant, or suspicious. The slides were then run through the AI software. The software categorized the slides into benign
or suspicious for cancer. In total, results were generated for 579 biopsies. The AI software classified 34.60% (200/579)
slides as suspicious for cancer and 65.46% (379/579) as benign. Of the 579 specimens analyzed, there were 42 discordant
results observed between the AI software and the pathologists (7.3%). In 3 of the specimens, artificial intellingence
rendered a diagnosis of benign whereas the original pathologist diagnosis was suspicious or malignant. After re-review by
immunohistochemical staining, 2 of the specimens were prostate cancer and 1 was benign. In 6.7% (39/579) of specimens,
the AI software rendered a diagnosis of suspicious where the original diagnosis by the pathologist was benign. Of these, 11
specimens contained cancer or lesions which would require further clinical intervention and 27 were noted to be benign.
One of the specimens was an error in the database and was not included in the analysis. With a total of 41 discordant
readings, at the individual level, the AI software rendered a sensitivity of 1.0 (confidence interval [CI], 0.93-1.0), negative
predictive value (NPV) 1.0 (CI, 0.91-1.0), and a specificity of 0.78 (CI, 0.54-0.89). At the specimen level, the AI software
rendered a sensitivity of 0.99 (CI, 0.96-1.0), NPV 1.0 (CI, 0.98-1.0), and specificity 0.93 (CI, 0.90-0.96). The 41 discordant
specimens were also then read by another pathologist. Of the 39 specimens classified as suspicious by AI, there were 7
(17.9%) considered malignant by the pathologist, 18 (46.2%) were considered benign, and 14 (36%) were deferred due to
small sample size or suboptimal image resolution. The 2 specimens classified as benign by AI were re-classified as
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malignant and suspicious by the pathologist. In reviewing previously reviewed specimens, not all part-specimens were
analyzed for some of the individuals (due to technical issues with scanning or image transfer). In this study, there were
approximately 12 cores per individual, however some protocols require 18 cores so the results of this study may not show
an accurate estimate of sensitivity and NPV. The AI software only classified slides as benign or suspicious. There was no
further classification of specific descriptive diagnoses or grading of prostate cancers that were detected. This study did not
prospectively evaluate the ability of AI-asssisted cytopathologic analysis to affect individual-level health outcomes. Further
studies are necessary to examine the potential benefits of this technology.

Another 2021 industry-sponsored study by Perincheri and colleagues reported the ability of an AI system to categorize WSIs
of prostate core biopsies obtained at a tertiary academic center different from the center that developed the AI algorithms.
There were1876 prostate core biopsy diagnoses which had been previously established for 118 individuals. AI
categorizations were compared to these previously obtained pathology diagnoses. Standard practice at the study’s
institution was to perform 20 or more core samples during prostate biopsy. The tissue diagnosis was made in each case by
a board certified pathologist. As in the Nagpal study cited above, the pathologists had three levels of H&E-stained slides
and possibly one or two PIN4-stained slides to review, whereas the AI system only examined one H&E-stained WSI. The
original pathology diagnosed 86 of the 118 individuals with prostate cancer in at least 1 core. No prostate cancer had been
pathologically diagnosed in any core sample for the remaining 32 individuals. In the 86 individuals found to have prostate
cancer, AI analysis categorized at least 1 core as suspicious in 84. In the 32 individuals reported as not having cancer by
original pathology, AI did not categorize suspicious cores in 26 of the 32 individuals. Of the 1876 core biopsies, there was a
discrepancy between the pathology diagnosis and AI in 80 cores. Of these 80 discrepant cores, 46 were further analyzed
and categorized as not suspicious by AI but final diagnosis was cancer. The remaining 34 discordant cores were
categorized as suspicious by AI but final diagnosis was benign. The discordant 46 cores deemed not suspicious by AI
yielded a NPV of 96.7% and specificity of 97.6%. Further review revealed that 35 discordant images were unable to be
interpreted manually due to being out of focus or due to slide or tissue issues. The authors assert that removing discordant
cores with technical issues improved the positive predictive value (PPV), but this was not an a priori declared analysis. This
study had two stated aims 1) to assess whether the AI system could identify core samples that do not require manual review
and 2) to identify whether the AI system can serve as a reliable “second read” to identify suspicious areas that may not have
been detected on manual review. Neither aim was conclusively demonstrated. Because this study was also conducted in a
single tertiary referral center with a high prevalence of malignancy, these results may not be generalizable to other practices
and cohorts. Further study is needed.

The 2022 National Comprehensive Cancer Network® Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines®) for
prostate cancer early detection does not address the use of AI to assist in cytopathologic diagnosis.

Current literature addressing use of AI to assist prostate cancer detection is limited to industry-sponsored studies that are
mostly retrospective in design and mostly conducted in single academic centers. Prospective, multicenter trials involving
diverse populations and a variety of treatment settings are needed to permit sound conclusions about the possible health
benefits of this technology outside of a research setting.

Background/Overview

According to the American Cancer Society, in the year 2022 there will be approximately 268,490 new cases of prostate
cancer diagnosed and approximately 34,500 deaths from prostate cancer. Approximately 1 in 8 individuals will be diagnosed
with prostate cancer in their lifetime and about 1 in 41 will die from the disease. While prostate cancer is a serious disease,
most individuals don’t die from it. There are approximately 3.1 million individuals in the United States with a diagnosis of
prostate cancer who are still alive.

The gold standard for diagnosis of prostate cancer is a prostate biopsy. According to the National Cancer Institute (NCI)
(2022):

Needle biopsy is the most common method used to diagnose prostate cancer. Most urologists perform a
transrectal biopsy using a bioptic gun with ultrasound guidance. Less frequently, a transperineal ultrasound-
guided approach can be used for patients who may be at increased risk of complications from a transrectal
approach. Over the years, there has been a trend toward taking eight to ten or more biopsy samples from
several areas of the prostate with a consequent increased yield of cancer detection after an elevated PSA
blood test, with a 12-core biopsy now standard practice.

In 2021 the United States Food and Drug Administration granted de novo request approval for the Paige Prostate (Paige.AI,
Inc. New York, NY), a software algorithm device which assists users in digital pathology. The software is intended to
evaluate whole slide images already acquired and provide information to the user about the presence, location and
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characteristics of areas on the image with potential clinical implications. There are other AI software devices also being
developed.

Definitions

Artificial Intelligence (AI): A science of computer simulated thinking processes and human behaviors, which involves
computer science, psychology, philosophy and linguistics.

Biopsy: The removal of a sample of tissue for examination under a microscope for diagnostic purposes.

Deep Learning: A branch of AI that uses multiple layers of algorithms to derive information from unstructured information.

Prostate: A walnut-shaped gland that extends around the urethra at the neck of the urinary bladder and supplies fluid that
goes into semen.

Coding

The following codes for treatments and procedures applicable to this document are included below for informational
purposes. Inclusion or exclusion of a procedure, diagnosis or device code(s) does not constitute or imply member coverage
or provider reimbursement policy. Please refer to the member's contract benefits in effect at the time of service to determine
coverage or non-coverage of these services as it applies to an individual member.

When services are Investigational and Not Medically Necessary: 
For the following procedure code or when the code describes a procedure indicated in the Position Statement section as
investigational and not medically necessary.

CPT  
88399 Unlisted surgical pathology procedure [when specified as use of an AI-based software product for

cytopathologic prostate cancer detection]
  
ICD-10 Diagnosis  
 All diagnoses
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